Jewish Journeys
Journeys are a big part of the Jewish story. Since the Exile from the Land of Israel in AD70, Jews have moved through
and lived in different lands in search of religious tolerance and economic opportunity.
Arrivals in different parts of Europe led to the creation of the two main cultural and ethnic strands of the Jewish people:
Muslim Spain (Sepharad) and the Rhineland (Ashkenaz) emerged as leading Jewish centers in the tenth century. Even as
the Jewish communities flourished, persecution, invasions and inquisitions led to more departures and new beginnings.
Merchants and traders have also moved between cultures and acted as conduit and connector between different
communities. Cities that were centers for trade and commerce have a rich and diverse Jewish heritage (Venice, Livorno,
Amsterdam, Constantinople, Salonika) as different communities came together with a common goal.
Pilgrimages to the Land of Israel and later, the State of Israel, is another journey taken by Jews – from individuals and
groups who made their way to Israel in the Middle Ages to the immigration to the Land of Israel in the aftermath of
World War II in the face of the British Mandate’s immigration restrictions. The movement of Jews after the breakdown
of the Soviet Union once again changed the Jewish map in Europe and transformed the population of Israel.
Jewish life and the culture of the communities where they found shelter came together in a sort of fusion as the Jews
adapted to and adopted local customs creating a constantly evolving and enriched mosaic of Jewish customs, traditions
and languages (See the NLI’s 2016 Jewish Languages exhibition).
In addition to journeys taken due to persecution or religious intolerance, throughout the centuries, Jews have also
journeyed to pay homage to religious leaders. Jewish journeys can also be viewed in the spiritual sense – the rise of
different movements within the faith - Sabbataism, Hassidism, Secularism - have influenced Jewish communities and
the way they interact and coexist. There are religious practices relating to journeys including prayers recited as journeys
are begun, and blessings after safe arrivals. Additionally, journeying and carrying luggage are prohibited on the Sabbath
and holy days. For people who need to be away from home over these days, 'travelling' versions of ritual books and
objects are created. Hospitality towards travelers arriving in a strange place is a basic tenet of Jewish communal life.
Another type of more personal journeys, are journeys of discovery as people who had to deny their Jewish identity or
had their past hidden from them, reveal their Jewish identity later in life and explore their individual Jewish heritage.
National Library Sample Materials:
The National Library of Israel holds the evidence of these journeys in the form of personal archives, documents, maps,
diaries, photographs, newspapers, publications, photographs and of course, books.
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“Prayers for the Entire Year, For Travelers and Those Crossing the Sea,” S. B. Gusdorfer Publishing, 1859. National Library of Israel 0= 75 A 1431
The Jewish Exodus from Egypt, National Library of Israel Pal 272d
Solidarity with Soviet Jewry, Let My People Go Poster, Israeli Student Union Soviet, The Municipal Historical Archives - Tel Aviv

